ART AT HOME: Wonderful Words Collage

~Regina A.E. Scudellari-Ponemon, Hospital Artist-In-Residence, Mount Sinai

The focus of this project is the power of words in our lives: I love words and typography and I collect words that inspire and resonate with me. This project can be for you but it also works well as a personal gift. Put your finished word/letter collage where you will see and enjoy it to provide constant inspiration and remind you of the things you value and hold important.

Materials needed:
- old books, magazines, recycled advertising, greeting cards, food packaging, catalogs, coloring book pages, etc. Photocopy anything that you are reluctant to cut up!
- glue stick
- washi tape (optional)
- scissors
- rubber stamp alphabets, letter stickers (optional)
- blank postcards, cardboard, paper—anything to “hold” your collage!